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Abstract— This paper presents a new mechanism, called
BGP with Root Cause Notification (BGP-RCN), that provides
an upper bound of
on routing convergence delay for BGP,
where is the network diameter. In our approach, each routing
update message carries the information about the specific cause
which triggered the update message. Once a node receives the
first update message triggered by a link failure, can avoid using any paths that are obsolete due to the same failure. Our
approach is applicable to path vector routing protocols in general, and our analysis and simulation show that BGP-RCN can
achieve substantial reduction in both BGP convergence time
and the total number of intermediate route changes.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet is composed of thousands of Autonomous
Systems (ASes) and the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
[1], [2], is used to exchange reachability information among
the ASes. BGP routers adapt dynamically to changes in network topology and routing policy, but measurements in [3]
showed that on average, it can take 3 minutes for the whole
Internet to switch from failed routes to valid ones for a given
destination. In some cases, it may take up to 15 minutes for
the routing tables in all routers to stabilize. Previous studies
[3], [4], [5], [6] have analyzed and addressed some aspects
of path vector routing protocol convergence.
As a path vector routing protocol, BGP’s routing update
messages include the entire AS path to each destination. After a topology change (e.g. link or node failure) or policy
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change that invalidates a current best path, the router will
select a new best path. The router, however, may mistakenly
choose and propagate a path that has been obsolete due to the
very same topology (or policy) change. This obsolete path
may, in turn, be chosen by other nodes as their “new” best
path, resulting in an invalid path being propagated throughout the network. Furthermore, BGP uses a Minimum Route
Advertisement Interval timer (MRAI timer) to space out consecutive updates but it can also delay the propagation of
valid reachability information [4], [7], [6]. Although some
recent methods, such [5] and [6], can significantly reduce
BGP convergence delays in many cases, they cannot prevent
all the invalid paths from propagating out, and are rendered
ineffective under certain topological conditions.
In this paper we present a new design, called BGP with
Root Cause Notification (BGP-RCN), which piggybacks information about the root cause on each routing update message triggered by the root cause. Our complexity analysis
and simulations show that BGP-RCN achieves significant
improvement in both convergence time and message overhead. In the case of a single link failure, each update carries sufficient information to invalidate all other routes that
depended on the failed link. Therefore, routers will never
select an invalid route, and the convergence time is limited only by the physical propagation time and BGP’s MRAI
timer setting. For a 110-AS Internet-derived topology, when
a destination becomes unreachable (i.e. a  event defined later), BGP-RCN reduces the convergence time from
  seconds to   seconds, and reduces number of update
 to !#" . When a destination becomes
messages from
reachable through a $&%')(*,+ path (i.e., a .- 0/ event defined
later), in 95% of the cases BGP converges in 56 seconds or
less, and BGP-RCN reduces this time to 32 seconds.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a protocol model for the standard BGP and
summarizes the existing complexity results from literature.
Section III presents the BGP-RCN algorithm and provides
the complexity analysis for BGP-RCN. Section IV discusses

S

implementation and deployment issues. Section V presents
the simulation results. Section VI reviews previous work.
Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. A S IMPLE M ODEL FOR

THE

and a withdrawal message carrying an aspath is sent to the
neighboring nodes.
SPVP includes an MRAI timer that guarantees any two
(non-withdrawal) update messages from to will be separated by at least a Minimum Route Advertisement Interval.
We use +
to denote this timer, whose default
value is 30 seconds, and we use the
to denote its default
value. The MRAI timer is usually not applied to withdrawal
messages, according to [1].
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In this section we provide a simplified model for the standard BGP, the Simple Path Vector Protocol (SPVP). This
model is slightly different from that in [8], in that we model
important BGP features such as the MRAI timer. We use
this protocol model to define concepts of BGP convergence
and summarize the complexity results from previous studies.
We formalize our BGP-RCN approach as SPVP-RCN.

[3], [4], [6] divide route convergence events into four
classes with different properties. We briefly review these
classes, map each class into the context of our SPVP model,
and review the potential causes of each event. Note that our
choice of a shortest path routing policy helps simplify the
possible causes. For clarity, our analysis and simulations focus on the impact of single failure in a topology where each
node has degree at least 2. Multiple failures are discussed
later in the paper.1
1)   : a previously reachable destination becomes
unreachable. Here, a link failure results in a network partition, and all nodes partitioned from the destination withdraw
their routes to it. Note that, under the conditions discussed
above, a   event can only occur when node detects a
 link.
failure in the
: a previously unreachable destination becomes
2)
reachable. This event can occur as the result of a link recovery that eliminates a partition, and all nodes in the previously
disconnected graph learn routes to the destination. Again, in

the case above, a
event can only occur when node de
tects that the
link has recovered from a previous failure.
3) )- #/ : the current route to the destination becomes
unavailable, and the affected nodes switch to a less-preferred
alternate path. This event can occur when a node uses link
to reach destination , and detects a failure of this
link. As ’s alternate path propagates, it may cause other
nodes downstream of to also select and advertise lesspreferred alternate paths.
4)
: the current route to the destination is replaced
by a more-preferred path. This occurs when a node detects
a recovery of link
, which causes node to learn and
select a new, more-preferred path to destination . As this
change propagates, it may cause other nodes downstream of
to select and advertise more-preferred paths.
Although in practice, a new triggering event could occur
before the previous convergence event finishes, routing convergence is typically defined relevant to one of these four
events.
Definition 1: Converged State: we say a node is in a
converged state if and only if +
will not change until
the next triggering event.
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We model the Internet as a simple directed connected
graph
, where
and
.
 
'  represents the set of ' nodes that run
SPVP protocol. The nodes in
are not considered destinations in network , and correspond roughly to the Internet
ASes. Nodes in
are connected by links in
. The destinations are prefixes attached to the nodes in
. For each
node
, connects through links in
to a set of
prefixes (
) ( could be empty).
is the set of all the destinations in the network . Without loss of generality, we consider only a single destina
tion and assume it is connected only to node (in BGP
terms, is “single-homed”). A path to destination is an

ordered sequence of nodes
such that

link
and
for all
, and
 . We say


;

; and define *,')(
.
SPVP is a single path routing protocol, in which each
node advertises only its best route to neighboring nodes. For
node , the latest route received from neighbor is stored in
. After the initial route announcement, fur+ '
ther updates are sent only if the best route changes (i.e. there
are no periodic route announcements). A node selects its
best route, denoted +
, according to some routing policy (or ranking function). Note that while the standard BGP
allows arbitrary route selection policies, some policies can
lead to persistent route oscillation [8]. Although SPVP and
SPVP-RCN can work with any routing policies, for clarity,
this paper considers only a shortest-path policy (which has
been proven to converge [9]).
Nodes in
and links in can fail and recover, and we
assume that nodes and can detect failure or recovery of
link
within limited time. The failure or recovery of link
 can also

be detected by node within limited time. In
response to either a link status change or a received routing
update message, node recomputes it best route +
. If
’s best route has changed, it will send the new +
to
its neighbors. If the link status change or update message
results in no available route to the destination, +
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B. SPVP Convergence

A. The SPVP Model
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The RCN approach applies equally well in multiple link failures and
sparse topologies, but the analysis becomes more complex to present.

2

M. N K  F 
,* '6KU /. , the route
+2S "BL
K . is outdated and is removed (replaced with
). This allows to rapidly remove obsolete routes, improv-

Definition 2: Network Convergence Delay: the network
convergence delay starts when a triggering event occurs
and ends when each node reaches the converged state again.
[4] has shown the convergence time for
and
are both bounded by
, where
is the MRAI timer
value (i.e. 30 seconds). [4], [10] proved that the conver' . Furthermore, since
gence of .  is bounded by
at most one advertisement can be sent in a particular direction on each link every
seconds, the
message overhead of
   
 
' . Like BGPSPVP is bounded at

Assertion and BGP-GF, our RCN algorithm focuses on improving . and - 0/ convergence.
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A. SPVP-RCN Algorithm
We first note that since SPVP has no periodic advertisements, an update sequence can be triggered only by a change
in the physical link status (either a link failure or recovery),
or a policy change that alters the link availability. When a
link’s status changes, the nodes adjacent to the link will detect the change, and at most one adjacent node may change
its route as a result. We call this node the root cause node
(RCN). The root cause node will attach its name to the update it sends out after the status change, and this RCN is
copied into and propagated along in all subsequent SPVP
updates caused by the status change. In this way, any given
node can learn the unique root cause node which spawned
any given update messages it receives. Different from flooding used in link-state protocols (e.g. OSPF[11]), SPVP-RCN
piggybacks the root cause in the routing updates, and thus
only the affected nodes and their direct neighbors are notified.
In addition, each node in SPVP-RCN maintains a sequence number,
is incremented by 1 upon each
 , which
change in +
. This sequence number is used for
both the aspath and RCN. An SPVP-RCN
update message
+
+  +  + '  , where + 
is defined as +
is
+
the SPVP aspath; +
is a list of
sequence numbers, which correspond in a one-to-one fash

ion with the nodes in +
; and + + '
is
the node ID and sequence number of the “root cause node”.
To detect invalid transient routes, each node keeps a
copy of the highest sequence number for node  , denoted
by ,*'
 , that it has ever received. Upon receiving
 if either
an update + , node updates ,*'
+     and  +     ,*'

1) 
+ + ' and + + '
,*'

2) 
After any change in ,*'
 , node verifies all routes

in its +
' tables. If 
+ '

6KU M. .
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B. An Example
Figure 1 illustrates how SPVP-RCN works. Figure 1(a)
shows the SPVP routing tables prior to a failure. Each node’s
best path to the destination is marked with a star and the sequence numbers appear in brackets next to each node. Node
5’s sequence number cache is shown in the box, and initially

all sequence numbers in the cache are . In Figure 1(b), the

link between node and node fails, so node chooses
    , increases

backup path
to , and includes

in the update message to neigh+ ' 

bors and .

Now suppose node ’s announcement reaches node first.

 to





will change to path
, increase
Node
 , and announce


this new path to node using + '
to indicate that the root cause of this announcement
 is a
change in node . Without the use of RCN, node would


learn its current route via node is invalid and node would

select the (invalid) alternate route via node and advertise

this path to its neighbors. With RCN, however, node marks







invalid, since this route
+ '
lists node ’s sequence number as 0, but the most recent update indicates node has increased its sequence number to

1. Node avoids selecting
and further propagating the in
valid route via node , resulting in the routing table shown
in Figure 1(b).

Note that SPVP-RCN not only prevents node from
adopting an invalid alternate route, but also allows node
to rapidly propagate the new information
about

 node . After receiving the update from node , node will change its

 
route and send an update to node . This update from to

lists the new sequence number for node . Node learns that
its route via node is invalid when either the update from

node arrives or the update from node arrives. In other
words if 
*  denotes the time to send an update
from  to , the time required for node to learn its route is
invalid is  '
* 
* 
*  
*
.

III. SPVP WITH ROOT C AUSE N OTIFICATION
This section describes the RCN algorithm in the context of
SPVP, analyzes the convergence time and message complexity, and demonstrate RCN’s significant reduction in routing
convergence time.

.



ing convergence time.
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C. SPVP-RCN . Convergence Complexity
.
We now consider the behavior of single node , and pro-

V ) WV F9H
F 

vide an upper bound on its convergence time. Figure 2 summarizes the symbols used throughout this section. For each
- as ’s route before triggering event
node , define +
 

, and +
as ’s new route after adapts to event
and returns to a converged state.
Theorem 1: If %'
denotes the convergence time of

node after a  event, then $ 
%'
.
Proof: By construction, node is the only node directly
connected to the destination and, without loss of general  prior to event . At the start of event ,
ity, we let
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ts(3)=0
rib_in(3 <−2)=(2[0] 0[0] p)*
rib_in(3 <−5)=( )
ts(5)=0
rib_in(5 <−3)=(3[0] 2[0] 0[0] p)*
rib_in(5 <−4)=(4[0] 2[0] 0[0] p)
seqnum(5,0)=0
seqnum(5,2)=0
seqnum(5,3)=0
seqnum(5,4)=0

ts(3)=1
rib_in(3 <−2)=(2[1] 1[0] 0[0] p)*

ts(1)=0

3

1

5
4

ts(4)=0
rib_in(4 <−2)=(2[0] 0[0] p)*
rib_in(4 <−5)=(5[0] 3[0] 2[0] 0[0] p)

p

0

2

ts(5)=1
rib_in(5 <−3)=(3[1] 2[1] 1[0] 0[0] p)*
rib_in(5 <−4)=( )

t(0)=0

(a) Before the link failure
Fig. 1. SPVP-RCN Example For  
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seqnum(5,0)=0
seqnum(5,1)=0
seqnum(5,2)=1
seqnum(5,3)=1
seqnum(5,4)=0

ts(2)=0
rib_in(2 <−0)=(0[0] p)*
rib_in(2 <−1)=(1[0] 0[0] p)
rib_in(2 <−3)=( )
rib_in(2 <−4)=( )

ts(1)=0

3

1

rcn={2,1} rcn={2,1}

p

0

2

ts(2)=1
rib_in(2 <−0)=( )
rib_in(2 <−1)=(1[0] 0[0] p)*

4

(b) After node

ts(0)=0

receives the first update from node 



average nodal delay: the time it takes for a message to traverse one AS hop, including both
processing delay and propagation delay (about 2 seconds according to [6])
lower bound on the nodal delay from to if $ '
; otherwise $
.
$
' -   $

upper bound of the nodal delay from to if $ '
; otherwise
.
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the shortest aspath length from to
  
network diameter,
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Fig. 2. Symbols used in Section III
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node detects that link
has failed. Node immediately

 . We label the nodes in
converges, and %'

according to their
convergence
time such that %'


'
%'
, for
. Node converges as soon
as it receives the first message from
since the RCN
 tose-1
quence number carried by this message increases
and invalidates all paths that currently has and might later
receive during the  convergence.
Thus for node ,

$
%'
%'
%'
.
We now proceed by induction and show that
"! $
%'
%'
,  '

"
!
'
%'
. Suppose the hypothesis
holds true
. Since every update contains an RCN that
 for , any
sets
message received by
$# will invalidate
all routes that
currently has and might later receive dur%#
ing the   convergence. Thus
$# converges after receiving the first message from any of the already-converged
nodes
.
will receive this first message no
and no
later than
'   "! %# %# 
%'
$#
"!
sooner than '
. The hy$

%
'
%#
$#

pothesis holds true and we have $
%'

  .
In other words, node converges no later than the time
it takes
 for a message to propagate along  the shortest path
from to with the maximal nodal delay , and no sooner
than the time it takes for a message to propagate along the

shortest path from to with the minimal nodal delay $ .
$  , then SPVPCorollary 1.1: If we model
.
RCN’s . convergence is bounded above by
 converTheorem 2: The message overhead
for


gence in SPVP-RCN is % ' * by

. M. 64 5
&

.5
.7

. M.

&

Proof: Each node will converge immediately after it receives its first message, and will send out just one withdrawal message
to each neighbor. Since the number of di 
rected
links
is
, so the message overhead is bounded by


.
Note that in some particular implementation, the number of messages might be smaller. For example, some time
*')& %+0* the current  event happens, node chooses
node as the next hop. In some implementation, at that time
node will send a withdrawal message to node (similar to
poison reverse [12] in distance vector protocol) since node
knows will discard ’s announcement anyway due to
BGP’s loop detection mechanism. Therefore, when node
receives the first message during  convergence, send
a withdrawal message to each neigbhor except the ++0*,'
next hop (the next hop
processing & +
message).
 before
Since each of nodes 
'  has a next hop, the total
number of messages is
)(
in such particular implementation.
Note that this message overhead is for   only, and
the message overhead for - 0/ will be discussed in next
section.
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D. SPVP-RCN )- 0/ Convergence
Theorem 3: If %'
denotes the convergence time of

node after a )- 0/ event, then %'
.


Proof: Let +*", - 
+
+   
. In other words, +*", -  is the set of
nodes whose paths have not changed after convergence
+*", - 
event .  Similarly, let *"- - . 

. In
+ - 
0/ +   

. M.Q
./.G >  CJ
 ^ a   . #   2"BL /.G V ) Z VWF9H 
 ^a
2"BL M.Q V ) VWF9H
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0

x
x
x

y: y in rib(x).aspath
y: x’s
’ next hop is y
y: link [x
v:
[u y]
v] in G

x

y: x and y are connected

&
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u
s_1
c_0=c

c_1
s_k
v_0=c_q
v_1
v_m=v

V_affected

V_stable

rib^new(v).aspath=(v_m ...v_0 s_k...s_0)

Fig. 3. Routing Trees after  



 

Convergence

a

other words, * --  .  is the set of nodes whose paths have
changed as a result of the convergence after event  . For
  
*"- - .  , the
a node
new path +






must have the form
where
,


*"- - . 
+* , - 
,
,
and
.
The - 0/ convergence of node is divided into two
stages as illustrated in Figure 3. Node
is the
root cause node. During the first stage, node
con 
verges. By definition +
+*", -  , the path from
+ ' . Since
is already available in ’s +
' tables before the )- 0/
event happens and this path will not change during convergence. Any path strictly shorter than *,')(
+  
must include the root cause node, , (otherwise
would
become the preferred alternate path after the convergence
ends). Since every update in the - 0/ event includes the
root cause node (and signals an increase in the sequence
number for the root cause node), all shorter paths are marked
invalid by
as soon as it receives the first message after - 0/ event. The convergence time for
is no later
than the longest time it takes a message to propagate from
to
and no sooner than the shortest time it takes a
message to propagate from
to
. More precisely,


$  $ %'

.
The second stage starts when converges and ends when
converges. We now show this is equivalent to a
event with a root cause . After node converges,
its path will be propagated along
to
.
As soon as
receives ’s update,
learns the short%#
$#
est route that does not include the root cause node (since



 

 
+
+
). In ad%#
%#
dition, the new update allows
to immediately discard
$#
any shorter routes that contain the root cause node (since
the update carries a new sequence number for the root cause
node). Thus, the convergence time of a node in stage 2 is
no longer than the time it takes for a message to propagate
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to
with the longest nodal delay
along the path from
plus MRAI timer. The convergence time of node in stage
2 is no shorter than the time it takes for a message to propagate along the path from
to
with the shortest nodal
delay. More precisely,
$

$  %'


and
thus node ’s - #/ convergence time is upper bounded at



.
Theorem 4: The message overhead for .- 0/ conver


gence in SPVP-RCN is
.
#
Proof: There can  beonly
one
message
sent every
sec

0
/
onds on each of the
directed links during
conver
gence. Since convergence lasts at most
seconds,






there can be at most
#
messages sent.

Corollary 4.1: If we model
, then SPVP$
RCN’s )- #/ convergence time’s upper bound is
,



#
.
message overhead is

E. Complexity with Per-Neighbor MRAI Timer and WRATE
Up to this point, we have assumed a distinct MRAI timer
is kept for each (neighbor, destination) pair. In practice,
however, the MRAI timer is typically implemented only for
each neighbor, and all destinations advertised to that neighbor share the same MRAI timer [3], [4], [6]. In this case,
an update regarding prefix will turn on the per-neighbor
timer and delay updates regarding other prefixes . [4]
shows that the MRAI is almost always on, and the waiting
time for a newly arrived update message was observed to
be uniformly distributed between 0 and
seconds. Thus,
even the first message for a given destination can be delayed for 15 seconds, on average, because some previous
update message for a different prefix has already triggered
the per-neighbor MRAI timer. In this case, SPVP-RCN’s
upper bound for   remains unchanged since the MRAI
timer does not apply to withdrawal messages. But for .- 0/ ,
the upper bound on the convergence time would increase to
"  , and the message upper bound would increase


#
to
.
In addition, certain BGP implementations use Withdrawal
Rate Limiting (WRATE), and the latest BGP draft [2] proposes the use of WRATE. In WRATE, nodes apply the
MRAI timer to withdrawals as well as advertisements [3],
[4], [7]. In this scenario, the SPVP-RCN   convergence
time would be bounded above
by
, but the mes
'  . Regardless of the
sage overhead still remains
MRAI timer implementation, the SPVP-RCN algorithm still
has the time complexity of
, and only constant factors
change with the per-neighbor MRAI timer and/or WRATE.
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F. SPVP-RCN Storage Overhead

2"BL "

SPVP-RCN requires that each router store the sequence
number associated with each AS in its +
' cache. In the
5

      


RCN
algorithm
presented in this section, each router needs


' storage
overhead for each prefix. Therefore,


it needs '
storage overhead for all the prefixes in
the network. In practice, however, the storage overhead can
be much less. The sequence number for node  is stored
only after  has appeared in some path received by node ,
and the number of such  is typically less than the number
of nodes in the network. In addition, BGP-RCN stops nodes
from exploring many invalid paths currently tried in the standard BGP, and this also helps to reduce the number of nodes
whose sequence numbers must be cached.

) K

This approach also handles “policy withdrawals”. In a
policy withdrawal, node may decide to stop announcing
reachability for prefix to neighbor , but has not changed
its AS path to prefix , and thus the sequence number
has not changed either. In this case, sends a “policy withdrawal” to , which contains no RCN. Node treats such a
withdrawal as a failure of link
, and following the rule
above, sets itself as the root cause.
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C. Sequence Number Issues

In order to transmit the sequence numbers and the RCN,
we define a new community attribute [13] and include this
attribute in BGP update messages. The community attribute
is a 32-bit value normally associated with route advertisements, and is used to convey routing policy information. All
sequence numbers and the RCN can be encoded into a sequence of community attributes. The encoding specification
is omitted for brevity.
This approach is compatible with existing BGP implementations. If a router does not implement BGP-RCN, it
will not attach a sequence number community attribute for
itself, but since the community attribute is an optional transitive attribute, the router will further propagate the community attributes learned from a neighbor, according to the
operation of the standard BGP [1], [2].

There are several issues common to any approach that
uses sequence numbers. A node might lose its current sequence number as the result of a crash, sequence numbers
can wrap around, or a fault (or intentional attack) could introduce erroneous sequence numbers. In particular, an attacker who has compromised a node can launch a Denialof-Service attack on destination by sending
withdrawal

 , where  
 aand
 is
with + '

node ’s latest sequence number. As a result, nodes who believe the false sequence number will remove their valid paths

to node .
There is considerable prior work on managing sequence
numbers. Techniques proposed in [14] can be used to deal
with these issues in face of arbitrary failures. Alternatively,
timestamps could be used instead of sequence numbers to
solve the wrapping around and rebooting problems. Using timestamps would also assist in protecting nodes against
false sequence numbers by allowing nodes to apply a sanity check, ensuring that the timestamps are within a reasonable range. Cryptography can also be used to protect the sequence number, as in [15], when adding the sequence number to the origin AS. Furthermore, OSPF [11] is widely used
and addresses sequence number problems; we primarily borrow techniques from this approach.

B. Handling the Absence of RCN

D. Modeling an AS as a Node

IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND D EPLOYMENT
Section III presented the basic design of RCN, this section briefly discusses a number of implementation and deployment issues.

-  F  

A. Transmission of Sequence Numbers and RCN

.

.

The discussions in Section III assume that either a node
detects a link change and sets itself as the root cause
node in the outgoing updates, or propagates the RCN
carried in the incoming update message that triggered the

change. It is possible, however, that an in+
coming update has no RCN. If such an update triggers a
+
change, node should set itself as the RCN
in outgoing update messages.
This approach allows incremental deployment of RCN in
a network. For example, suppose node is the root cause
node, but has not implemented RCN. Updates from will
not contain an RCN, but the first RCN-capable node, , that
acts on the update will set itself as a root cause. In other
words, the RCN-capable nodes closest to the “real” root
cause will set themselves as the root cause. Although the
full power of RCN may not be achieved in such a partial
deployment case, any invalid paths containing can still be
quickly removed by other RCN-capable nodes.
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To present the RCN design, we modeled each AS as a
single node, and assume in the SPVP model that each node
announces the same paths to all its neighbors. In reality,
each AS is a collection of routers, and some large ASes may
announce different paths to different neighbors [5]. Like [5],
[6], we can divide each AS into multiple “logical ASes”
such that each logical AS announces the same
to all
 paths

its neighbors. A logical AS is represented as
( *,' + in this logical AS uses the path
+0% *,+ , and each router

learned from the * ' + -+% *,+ . For our RCN approach, we
require each router in the same logical
AS to use the se
quence number announced by the *,' + -+0% * + .
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E. Multiple Failures Overlapping in Time

.

For simplicity, Section III discusses how SPVP-RCN
works in the case of a single link failure. But, in a network
as large as the Internet, it is likely that multiple failure events
6
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could occur concurrently and affect routes to the same destination. For example, suppose link
quickly flaps between the % ' and
status. Before the convergence triggered by the first % ' event has ended, the event has begun, and timing could result in different views of the link at
'
different nodes. A node may receive +
from

'
 and , where
such that +
contains
nodes




,*'
 , but
,*'
. In this
case, ,*'

is updated to the newer sequence number  , and +
'
and removed.
 is invalidated
It is possible for the + '
in +
'
to be
smaller than its counterpart ,*'
. In this case, it is
not entirely straightforward how we set ’s outgoing RCN,
since we know that node has
increased its sequence number

to at least *'
+ '  . We choose to use
an easy-to-understand approach, and set ’s outgoing RCN
as + '
Thus, although ’s outgoing
,*'
RCN might not be the “real” root cause, it still achieves the
effect of quickly removing any paths that contain and have
a sequence number smaller than *'
.
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Convergence in Clique Topologies

literature [3], [7], [18], [6] as a simple basis for analysis and
comparison. A B-Clique topology of size ' , as shown in

'  con-
Figure 4(b), consists of 0' nodes. Nodes
stitute a chain topology of size ' , and nodes '
0'
constitute a Clique topology of size ' . Furthermore, node
 is connected to node ' , and node '  is connected to
 . This topology is used to model an edge netnode 0'

work (node ) that has a direct link and a long backup path
(the chain) to the well-connected Internet core (a Clique
topology); it has been used by [6] to study .- #/ convergence. To derive a simulation topology that resembles the
Internet topology, we first generated a 110-node topology
based on BGP routing tables, using the algorithm described
in [19]. Following the same algorithm, we randomly removed some links and selected the largest connected subgraph. In this sub-graph, we merged two non-adjacent nodes
with the smallest degrees, and which shared no neighbors.
This merging was repeated until all nodes in the sub-graph
had degree 2 or greater. We used this method to generate
two 55-node topologies. Similarly, we generated four 28node topologies and eight 14-node topologies.
 
all our simulations, the
timer value was set to
 Inseconds
plus a random jitter. The link propagation delay
was 2 milliseconds, and the processing delay of each routing
message was chosen randomly between 0.1 and 0.5 seconds.
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SIMULATION RESULTS

We used the SSFNET [16] simulator to evaluate BGP performance and data delivery. For a comparative evaluation,
in addition to BGP-RCN we also simulated the standard
BGP and two of the previously proposed BGP convergence
speedup approaches, BGP-Assertion and BGP-GF [5], [6]
which are described in delay in Section VI. SSFNET has
a built-in BGP simulator, we added the implementation of
BGP-RCN as well as the implementations of BGP-Assertion
and BGP-GF according to [5], [6], respectively. A thirdparty package [17] was incorporated and modified to enable
tracing packet forwarding paths in SSFNET.
A. Simulation Setting

Z

We used Clique, Backup-Clique (or B-Clique in short)
and Internet-derived network topologies to evaluate the performance of different BGP variants. Clique (full-mesh)
topologies, as shown in Figure 4(a), are frequently used in
7

] $
 $

update messages averaged over 100 runs with a 95% confidence interval. For Internet-derived topologies, one node 
was chosen as the only origin AS which advertised a destination prefix, and we simulated the  event by marking
this node  down. We repeated the simulation with five random seeds. We then repeated that set of simulations for each
 ,  #
node in each topology. Therefore, we have



 # runs
runs for the 110-node topology, and
for the two 55-node topologies. Figure 6 shows the  
# runs with a 95% conconvergence results averaged over
fidence interval for Internet-derived topologies. Note that
both the x and y-axis are in log scale.
Our results show that, compared with the standard BGP,
BGP-RCN can reduce BGP’s   convergence time by
2 to 3 orders of magnitude, and reduce the total number of
routing update messages by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. For
the 110-node Internet-derived topology, the  convergence time was reduced from 648.4 seconds to 1.3 seconds,
and number of messages was reduced from 15387 to 463.
For Clique topologies of size 32, the convergence time was
reduced from 662.1 seconds to 0.5 seconds, and the number
of messages was reduced from 20533 to 961. BGP-RCN’s
dramatic improvement is consistent with our analysis in Section III.
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C.

Simulation Results

B-Clique and Internet-derived topologies were used in
simulation to evaluate the - 0/ performance of BGP-RCN.
1) B-Clique Topologies: To simulate the .- 0/ event in

B-Clique topologies, we chose node as the origin AS and

marked the link ' down after the simulation started. The
average )- 0/ convergence results over 100 runs with 95%
confidence interval are shown in Figure 7. Note that both
the x and y-axis are in log scale. As the figure shows, BGPRCN can reduce BGP’s )- 0/ convergence time and number of messages in B-Clique topologies by 1 to 2 orders
of magnitude. For the B-Clique topology of size 32, the
convergence time was reduced from 720.0 seconds to 11.3
seconds, and the number of messages was reduced from
22211 to 1955. This improvement is less dramatic than in
the  case because BGP-RCN’s convergence time up seconds, a function of the value
per bound is
of MRAI timer which has a big impact during the second
stage of )- 0/ ’s convergence. Nevertheless, BGP-RCN significantly improves packet delivery performance by reducing the number of packets lost by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude,
from 23730 in standard BGP to 438 in BGP-RCN.
2) Internet-Derived Topologies: For Internet-derived
topologies, one node  was chosen as the only origin AS
which advertised a destination prefix, and we simulated the
)- 0/ event by marking down one of  ’s links, $ . We repeated the simulation with five random seeds. We then repeated that set of simulations for each $ and  for each topol
ogy. There are " links in our 110-node topology and each

Convergence in Internet-Derived Topologies
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The bandwidth of each network interface was 10Mbps.
To evaluate the performance of the standard BGP and
three of its proposed variants, we measured not only network routing convergence time and number of routing update messages, but also data packet losses during routing
convergence for - 0/ event. As shown in [20], a short convergence time does not necessarily imply minimal packet
losses. We believe that maximizing packet delivery should
be one of the design priorities for all routing protocols. In
all of our )- 0/ simulations, there is a data source attached
to each AS node in the network except the origin AS. Each
data source generated packets at the rate of one packet per
second. The packet size was 24 bytes and carried a TTL
(Time-To-Live) value of 128, the default setting in SSFNET.
Given each link has a bandwidth of 10Mbps, there is no
congestion-induced packet losses during simulation.
B.

)- 0/
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Simulation Results
Clique and Internet-derived topologies were used in simulation to evaluate the performance
of BGP-RCN. For Clique

topologies, we chose node as the only origin AS which advertised a destination prefix, and simulated the   event

by marking node down. The simulation results are based
on 100 simulation runs which used different random seeds.
Figure 5 shows the convergence delay and the number of
8
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link was failed twice, thus
"
" simulation runs were conducted for the 110-node topology. Unlike
in B-Clique topologies where the failure of the current route

to node forces most of the other nodes to move to a new

route, relatively few nodes have to change their route to
after a single link failure. In particular, our Internet-derived
topologies include a number of nodes that have a large number of links to other nodes, resembling the ASes of large
Internet service providers. For example, 5 nodes in the 110node topology connect to 20 or more other nodes each, and
another 7 nodes have 10 or more links each. When a link attached to one of these well-connected nodes fails, very few
nodes in the network need to readjust their routes. Furthermore, when those affected nodes try to find the next best path
to the same destination, due to the rich connectivity, not only
do most of the nodes have multiple alternative routes to each
destination, but also, when a node naively picks a next best
path, the new path has a good chance of not depending on
the failed link, even without knowing which link failed.

8(a) means that  % of the link-failures
resulted in a conver
gence delay of no longer than seconds. Notice that, for up
to 85% of the links, the convergence delay is similar for all
the four variants of BGP; above that point, the convergence
delay reduction by BGP-RCN becomes more pronounced.
For example, 95% of link failures converged in 56 seconds
or less in the standard BGP, and BGP-RCN improved this
number to 32 seconds. BGP-RCN does not bring significant
reduction in message count, not because BGP-RCN did not
perform well, but rather it is because the rich connectivity
in the simulated topology enabled good performance for the
other three BGP variants.
VI. C OMPARISON

WITH

P REVIOUS W ORK

In this section, we compare our BGP-RCN design with
other convergence improvement mechanisms. Figure 9 summarizes the upper bound of the standard BGP, BGP-RCN,
BGP-Assertion [5] and BGP-GF (Ghost Flushing [6]), as
well as the empirical data for the parameters used.

Our simulations of the 110-node Internet-derived topology show that more than 50% of our .- 0/ simulation runs
had short convergence delays and very small numbers of update messages, even under the standard BGP. Therefore, instead of using the average, we choose to show the
percentile

curve of )- 0/ convergence results. A point 
in Figure

.

A. Assertion Approach
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In BGP-Assertion [5], when a node receives +
'
from a neighbor node , it checks +
it
'
has received from each node
among its neighbors. If
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Fig. 9. Convergence time and message upper bound. is
timer value. is the number of ASes in the network, is the network diameter,
is the number of directed AS-Level links in the network. is the average delay for a BGP update message to traverse an AS hop.
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is inconis marked
as infeasible. The effectiveness of BGP-Assertion is sensitive to the specific topological connectivity of a network;
it cannot eliminate the propagation of invalid paths under
certain topological conditions. For example, when BGPAssertion is used in the topology shown in Figure 1(b), after

 ’s new update, it will choose the innode receives node


 and further propagate the path
valid backup path

to other neighbors. In BGP-RCN, node ’s update message

carries a root cause
which invalidates all the paths
that is obsolete because of the root
(that is, any path

     ).
 cause
includes node but with
, e.g.
For   convergence in Clique topologies and .- #/ convergence in B-Clique topologies, BGP-Assertion’s performance is as good as that of BGP-RCN, and 2 orders of magnitude better than BGP-GF (Figures 5 and 7). For  
convergence in Internet-derived topologies, however, its performance is 2 orders of magnitude worse than BGP-RCN,
and 1 order of magnitude worse than BGP-GF (Figure 6),
because both BGP-RCN and BGP-GF avoid the impact of
MRAI from . convergence, while Assertion does not.
BGP-Assertion does improve - 0/ convergence with the
Internet-derived topology, but only to a limited extent.
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B. BGP-GF: Ghost Flushing
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In BGP-GF, when a node has changed its path to a
less preferred one, but cannot propagate it due to the MRAI
timer, will first send a “flushing” withdrawal message to
flush out the path previously advertised by . Thus, ’s
neighbor can avoid using ’s invalidated path. Because
BGP withdrawal messages are not subject to the MRAI timer
delay, invalid paths can potentially be quickly deleted from
the entire network. Like BGP-Assertion, BGP-GF does not
eliminate the propagation of all invalid paths. For example,

when BGP-GF is used in Figure 1(b), after
the link

fails and node 2 sends the update, node will send a flush
  .
ing withdrawal to node to remove the old path


Node will also send a flushing withdrawal to node , but

this flushing withdrawal might arrive at node after the node
 processes the flushing withdrawal from node  , chooses

K



an obsolete backup path
and propagates it further. According to [6], BGP-GF’s  convergence time
is bounded at
' seconds and the message overhead is

'  . No complexity results for - #/ is
bounded at
provided in [6]. Because BGP-RCN eliminates all the invalidated paths, its convergence time is upper bound by
in
.  convergence, where is the network diameter, which
is about 3 orders of magnitude smaller than ' in today’s Internet topology, as shown in Figure 9.
Figure 6 shows that BGP-GF can reduce  convergence time by 1 order of magnitude in the Internet-derived
topologies. Figure 5(b), however, shows that in a densely
connected topology such as a Clique of size 32, the additional withdrawals sent by BGP-GF lead to higher message
overhead than in the standard BGP. This causes a flood of
messages to process, and an invalid path can be propagated out by a node before can process the latest updates (either a new advertisement or a flushing withdrawal)
that would have invalidated . Therefore, the improvement
in convergence time at size 32 is much less than at size 16
(Figure 5(a)). The additional withdrawal messages also reduce the improvement of - 0/ convergence in B-Clique of
size 32 (Figure 7), and even increases the - 0/ convergence
time in Internet-derived topologies (Figure 8).
Because BGP-GF quickly removes invalidated paths, but
does not necessarily speed up the propagation of alternative ones, it causes significantly more packet losses than the
standard BGP during - #/ convergence in Internet-derived
topologies (Figure 8(c)). BGP-Assertion and BGP-RCN, on
the other hand, both reduce packet losses. This observation concurs with [20] that minimizing convergence time in
  does not necessarily lead to minimal packet losses in
)- 0/ convergence.
BGP-GF has an advantage that it does not change the format of the standard BGP message. But, it does require that
the last path sent to each neighbor be recorded, leading to a
storage overhead which may be of practical concern in implementation cost [22], [23], [16]. Furthermore, the flushing
withdrawals sent by BGP-GF are incompatible with the recent adoption of WRATE [2], and can result in penalty by
the route damping mechanisms [24], [18]. BGP-RCN re-
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topologies. For - 0/ events, the elimination of invalid paths
enables BGP-RCN to propagate only valid reachability information. As a result, simulations on B-Clique topologies
showed substantial reduction in the convergence time, update messages, and packet losses after a connectivity change.
Simulations of the Internet-derived topology also showed an
improvement by BGP-RCN over standard BGP in all the
three measurements, although the improvement is moderate in most cases. This is not because BGP-RCN did not
perform well, rather, the rich connectivity in our simulated
topologies enabled the other three protocols to also perform
well. When a link failure occurs close to the network edge,
BGP-RCN offers more pronounced improvement.
In addition to routing convergence improvements, we believe that the root cause information carried in BGP-RCN
has potential to help diagnose Internet routing performance.
When a routing change occurs in today’s Internet, it is often
difficult to infer the cause and origin of the change. We plan
to leverage the root cause information in our future efforts in
understanding global routing dynamics.

quires changes to the standard BGP update packet format,
but does not generate additional updates and has no conflict
with WRATE or route damping.
C. Other related work
To speed up the convergence of path-finding algorithm for
distance vector protocols, [25] proposed stamping each routing update with the triggering link failure. [26] proposed explicitly signaling the   failure, and their approach can
improve the   convergence time significantly. These
two approaches did not address the issues of multiple failures overlapping in time, as discussed in Section III-E. The
issues of multiple failures is mitigated by the “BGP-Cause
Tag (BGP-CT)” approach [27], [28] using timing heuristic.
BGP-CT also explicitly signals the link failure, but it marks
those suspected paths as infeasible, and avoids choosing and
propagating infeasible path. BGP-CT assigns a timer for infeasible paths and re-uses the infeasible path when the timer
expires. Our BGP-RCN approach can safely remove all the
paths that are invalidated by RCN, due to the use of sequence
numbers. This distinguishes BGP-RCN from previous root
cause notification approaches.
Sequence numbers have been used before by [15] to improve the security of BGP. In this approach, each origin AS
maintains a sequence number for each prefix it originates,
and increases the sequence number when it withdraws or reannounces the prefix. If a withdrawal can carry the sequence
number, this approach can be considered a sub-case of our
RCN approach. as BGP-RCN does. Similar approaches
have been proposed for distance vector protocols in [29] and
AODV [30]. Our BGP-RCN approach lets every AS maintain sequence number for each prefix in the network, and
improves both - 0/ convergence and   convergence.
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